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Abstract-This article focuses on Japan's English education， particularly emphasizing 
problematic school-based English classes， including poor ESL (English as a Second 
Language) writing course. Japan' s traditional school education， with emphasis upon 
memorization-based college entrance exams and an inflexible colIege-based curriculum， 
discourages the Japanese from acquiring American English writing and critical thinking 
skilIs. This article covers what factors at school prevent the Japanese from improving 
their written communication abilities. It also reveals on-site educational issues on ESL 
writing pedagogy， particularly emphasizing the glaring gaps in grading/evaluating criteria 
between Japanese ESL writing tutors and American counte叩紅白atcollege level. 
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Since the end of W orld War Il，the Japanese educational system， based on the U .S. 
school system， has rarely changed its traditional school curriculum designed for college 
entrance exams. While essays requiring critical thinking have appe紅edin some tests， 
most questions are true/false or multiple choice simply to evaluate an examinee's 
memorization of vocabulary， basic grammar and usage. Because of this， high school 
seniors and graduates are busy memorizing the necessary information to pass tests. Their 
academic concems focus on their accurate and efficient memorizing practices. 
Mindful of this， private“cram" schools nationwide struggle to a位ractmore 
students for their strategic test-passing techniques， mostly designed to enter prestigious 
schools. In particular， English study has been sacrificed in the exam， since vocabulary， 
usage and grammar are easily fixed in the computer-assisted mark-sheet exam. 
Conversely， no logical thinking or audience awareness skills .will ever be tested. 
According to Clark (1996)， most Japanese e.ducators today realize that the 
teaching of English in middle and high schools in Japan is far from ideal due ffiainly to 
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the need to meet the exaggerated demands of university en廿anceexams. The English 
education emphasizes how accurately and precisely Japanese students can memorize 
words and idioms and diagram basic sentence structures. They rarely practice how to 
generate logical arguments and are tested only on the mechanical and grammatical 
elements of English. 
Teachers， meanwhile， exercise their poor knowledge and hands-on skils in ESL 
writing instruction. They have difficulties in finding and correcting their students' 
English writing weaknesses by Westem criteria， since these teachers learned their English 
under the same grammar and vocabulary-based education. 
Discourse Ignored， Content Missing English Education 
Voss (1993) explains that while teaching English in Japan， she encountered the 
issue that the Japanese often considered form more impo抗antthan content. "1 found that 
Japanese teachers spent a great deal of time teaching students the correct stroke order for 
each leter of the English alphabet. 1 tutored many students for the famous college 
entrance exams. 1 discovered that the more complicated the textbook， the more detailed 
the rules for the form of English， not由emore detailed the instructions for the complexity 
of thought. In other words， the tests emphasized obscure grammatical points and words 
that no GRE test would contain." (Voss， p.501). Indeed， Japanese students are busy 
memorizing stroke order， words， and sentences with the emphasis on the written English 
word. 
Japan's English education usually starts from the seventh grade Uunior high 
school) with about 10 percent of class time devoted to it. Japanese students， nearly half of 
them are college-bound， study English for six yωrs at junior and senior high schools. 
Most English classes emphasize mechanics， usage， spelling， vocabulary and rigid 
grammar rules. All these demand students' memorization primarily for reading long texts 
while writing short， simple， logic-Iacked monotonous sentences. Besides， the English 
class never emphasizes communication-aimed cognitive and metacognitive thinking 
practIces. 
Mukai (1999) argues that English education in Japan concentrates mostly on 
reading and not on writing or conversation. Unless this trend is changed， the Japanese 
researchers will continue to have difficulty in English communication. Personally， he 
studied English for eight y回 rsfrom junior high school to premedical course; however， he 
admits that he stil has difficulty in English writing. Mindful of this， Mukai， M.D. at 
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Tokyo Medical University， put his provocative article on the web site 
(http//www.info.ncc.go.jp/jicoNolume 28/Issue 07/html/hybl0l gml.html， October 20， 
1999)， explaining how often he encounters problematic English writings submitted by 
Japanese researchers. 
According to him， many Japanese researchers do not have difficulty in reading 
and understanding articles written in English. But when it comes to writing and 
expressing themselves in English， they find themselves put in a perplexing situation. 
寸hereare common mistakes made by Japanese who are not familiar with English 
writing. Their sentences are often very long and complex with relative clauses， 
inappropriate punctuation， etc. Although sentences in Japanese literature are often 
complex and long， the Japanese can extract the meaning from such complex sentences. 
That is not the way English speaking people read. They use short -term memory while 
reading and following the meaning of short sentences， not bothering to stop and decipher 
complex sentences，" Mukai explains. 
Meanwhile， Dennett (1988) reports that while Japanese technologists cite the 
usual goa1 of clarity， they often add elements such as beauty， su叩rise，and flow as 
desirable measures of good writing. She notes that the Japanese desire to surprise， delight， 
or otherwise engage the emotions of the reader can produωtechnical writing that baffles 
American readers who， more often than not， skim or speed-read a text that they expect to 
move from premise to conclusion through readily identifiable pa位emsof inductive or 
deducti ve reasoning. 
Mukai argues that each English sentence must be reasonably short and simple， 
and the logic should flow smoothly. Otherwise， English speaking people have difficulty 
in extracting the meaning of the sentences. This rule is often ignored by the Japanese， 
especially by those inexperienced in English writing. "The Japanese tend to diverge from 
one point and do not concentrate on the most important message of the article. 1 often 
hear that somebody's manuscript has been rejected because of poor English. But that is 
only a part of the problem. In most cases， the serious problem is the inability to present 
data clearly and to construct discussion emphasizing the importance ofthe data，" he says. 
He also notes that Japanese novice writers' sentences are often complex， 
repetitious， and diverging. For instance， similar expressions and repetitive style appear in 
close proximity. "English is a lang凶 gethat avoids repetitious expressions. English 
writing continues to be a difficult and challenging task for lapanese researchers. There is 
no wonder cure for this problem，" he adds. 
There is no instant， specific solution available for improving lapanese 
researchers' English writing. Mukai thinks Japan needs to reform its English education 
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systems. However， aslong as the current college entrance exams continue， itis difficult 
to change the English class. This crucial debate has been held for years， but nothing has 
been changed so far. Mindful of this， he says: "1 urge young researchers to try to develop 
their own way of English writing in the early stage of their career. lt is easy to say but 
difficult to practice. Good style and sense訂edifficult to master in a short period of time 
and continuous e百ortsmay be the only answer." 
Issues 00 ESL Writing Instruction 
“1 have occasionally encountered moments in which 1 have been wholly at a loss 
whether to accept a particular sentence that is grammatically co町ectbut potentiall y 
awkward to native English speakers for other reasons，" says Kobayashi (1992， p.82). 
According to him， context-based writing requires the adequate use of transitional 
words， aswell as logical sequences that require transitionallanguage. However， Japanese 
ESL writing tutors are quite unfamiliar with them. Kobayashi conducted research focused 
on evaluation differences in English writing， observing both native English speakers and 
the Japanese. Their academic level ranges from undergraduate to graduate (master's) 
status. The results show that Japanese subjects of al academic levels evaluated both 
compositions more on the basis of grammar than content than did the native English 
speakers. 
ln the scale of clarity， the native speakers showed their positive evaluation and 
this悦 ndgrew stronger in accord加∞ withthe higher academic level. But this was not 
true among the Japanese groups. Native English speaking professors along with graduate 
students gave more positive evaluations for organization for both compositions than did 
the comparable Japanese-speaking groups (Kobayashi， p.104). 
Takashima (1987) examined how a Japanese professor and two U.S. professors 
individually corrected a Japanese college student's composition. The results showed 
some conspicuous di百erencesbetween the Japanese and American professors. While the 
Japanese professor successfully corrected mistakes almost the same as U.S. professors 
did， there appeared remarkable di釘erencesin word choice， transition and sentence 
structure. As Ellis (1986) explains， native speakers not only know what is correct， but 
also what is appropriate for each context of use. 
True， many Japanese writers and English teachers are unfamiliar with the basic 
structure of English writing. For instance， the concept of the paragraph as a unit of 
discourse can never be seen in Japanese writing. Because of this， they have a problem in 
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organizing well-conceived paragraphs understandable to native English speakers， Dr. 
Stevenson of出eUniversity of Michigan explains. 
Professor Robert L. W oods， who teaches mechanical engineering at the 
University of Texas Arlington， reports that a Japanese student's writing is likely to seem 
understated， ambiguous and extremely apologetic. It is often difficult to make out if 
agreement or disagreement is being conveyed. The Japanese student's technical report 
may read much like "a tight， ambiguous haiku poem，" he says. 
Kobayashi (1992) suggests that if the function of L ESL J writing teachers is viewed 
as confined to the detection and correction of errors， then one may argue that non-nati ve 
speakers of English are less qualified than native speakers as editors of compositions. 
Even so， the Japanese ESL writing tutor-mindful of his insufficient editing skills， 
inadequate evaluation criteria through Western eyes-tries to establish some teaching 
criteria for improved ESL writing courses. 
In writing process， for instance， Kobayashi (1992) suggests that while checking 
content and organization， Japanese teachers at first need to evaluate the leamer's revision 
process rather th組 mechanics."In life， the pedagogical goal of writing is twofold: to 
have ESL leamers create a final product that is logical， persuasive， and error-free， and to 
train them to be good negotiators with their own ideas" (Kobayashi， p.107). He also 
states that the current ESL writing education， demanding the learners' mechanical 
perfection， looks almost like asking them to achieve perfect nativelike English 
pronunclatIon. 
Meanwhile， Kubota (1997) suggests that direct translation of English paragraphs 
in a textbook can help Japanese students grasp English structures and improve their 
writing. By reading such texts directly translated from English， the Japanese may also be 
exposed to English rhetorical styles to a certain extent， the researcher of second language 
writing and critical pedagogy explains. 
It is time for Japanese ESL writing instructors to change their teaching and 
evaluating methods. Their educational goal must be focused on helping students write 
logical， persuasive documents to express their ideas accurately， explicitly and clearly to 
native English speakers. This emphasis would make Japanese writers better able to create 
meaningful texts for American readers. 
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No Credit Course of English Technical Writing 
Matsui (1989) received U.S.-style technical communication instruction at 
Camegie Melon University. "The reason 1 decided to study in the U.S. was simply that 1 
could not find an appropriate ltechnica1 writingJ school in Japan" (Maぉui，p. 342). She 
adds that both c1ients and writers in Japan need to be educated within companies' in-
house training seminars， since Japanese colleges and universities don't provide expositoη 
writing and document design courses in English. However， many Japanese companies do 
not have writing departments or job specifications such as technical writer or document 
designer.“To many of my co-workers and cIients， a technical writer is just an engineer 
who a1so happens to write manuals. Also， inJapan， product manua1s are not considered 
part of the product， sothe qua1ity of manuals has not caught up with developments in 
technology" (Matsui， p.341). 
Shinoda (1982)， meanwhile， mentions that Western rhetorical courses are not 
open at most Japanese colleges.喰 hetoricis a new and cha11enging field for a1most al 
lapanese specialists and students; hardly any Japanese college or university teaches it. In 
my lectures 1 explain unity， coherence， cause and effect， definition， and order" (Shinoda， 
p. 142). Technically， itis difficult to open credit-based English technica1 communication 
courses at lapanese universities. A m勾orreason goes to a shortage of competent， 
experienced faculty familiar with how to teach U.S.-style technical writing; another 
problem comes from lapanese colleges' inflexible， conservative curriculum出atva1ues 
traditional courses. 
According to Becker (1990)， Japanese colleges tend to maintain traditiona1 
courses despite their losing popularity and usefulness in today's society. He explains that 
courses like lndian philosophy and Sansむitare maintained， even if they have only one or 
two students per year. Conversely， neither the enrollment nor the faculty of business 
administration will substantially increase， even if the competition to enter lapanese 
business departments expands tenfold. 
Kohl et a1. (1993) conducted a survey targeting 50 U.S. and 13 lapanese 
aerospace engineers and scientists. The result shows that only 14% of Japanese 
respondents had taken a course in technical communicationlwriting， ascompared to 60% 
。fthe Americans. Since no official credit courses in technical communication are 
available in Japan， they assume that these Japanese had taken such a course as 
undergraduates in the U .S. or received their training program from their employees after 
completing their undergraduate degrees. They report that of the respondents who had 
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taken such a course， 100% of the Japanese and 94% of the AmerIcans found the course 
helpful. 
Even so， there is a lower awareness of appreciation for the basic principles of 
technical communication in Japan. For example， the Japanese as a whole were far les 
likely than Americans to say that an undergraduate course in technical communication 
should be taken for credit or taken as a required course. While a clear need for technical 
communication courses in Japanese universitIes already exists， itis unlikely that such 
courses will be added to the curriculum in the near future (Kohl et al.， p. 70). 
However， there are many private institutes offering English education in Japan， 
and there is growing interest among both clients and administrators of these institutes in 
"Technical English" -often referred to as English for Specific Purposes (ESP) or English 
for Science and Technology (EST). These institutes s住uggleto develop ESPAST 
teaching methods， modules and courses designed for the Japanese. This is quite difficult， 
since people are required to communicate complex technological concepts to others with 
different technical specialties and with other linguistic and cultural backgrounds. 
Consequently， a solution might be designing an interdisciplinary team-taught technical 
communication program so Japanese technical writers can develop an intemational 
perspective and learn to communicate across cultures. 
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